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Forty-seven states afterwards acceded to the truce, making a total
of sixty-one states, representing nearly 90 per cent, of the trade of
the World.
In the six weeks that followed the summoning of the Conference,
however, the rulers and governors of the United States were compelled
by the tide of American affairs and opinion to project the economic
policy of the nation inward rather than outward. The National
Recovery Act was introduced, with all its provisions as to wages,
hours, and prices, which were calculated to force up the costs of
industry and trade, and thus postpone once more the reduction of
tariffs. In fact one section empowered the President to restrict
imports if they seriously interfered with the proper working of the
codes. The Thomas' Farm-Inflation' Bill,l seeking a rise of agricultural
prices both directly by way of restriction schemes and other devices,
and indirectly by w&y of currency expansion, was even more serious
from the point of view of the outside world ; for its efl'ective applica-
tion would prevent not merely a reduction of tariffs but also any
immediate measure of currency stabilization. Comfort was taken
from the internationalist pronouncements of Mr. Secretary Hull, who
was to lead the American delegation to the London Conference, and
from the terms of a message addressed on the 10th May by President
Eooseveltto the heads of the states taking part in the World Kconomic
Conference, in the course of which he mentioned, as the objects of
the Conference, cthe stabilization of currencies, the freeing of the
flow of world trade, and international action to raise price levels'.
But the inflationist and isolationist attitude of Congress could not bo
left out of account, nor such straws in the wind as the proposed
tariff resolution, empowering the President to increase duties, if
need be, in the course of negotiations with foreign Powers; or as the
joint resolution of Congress invalidating tho "gold clause' in contracts
and bonds, both public and private.
The vital fact was that both before and during the Conference
the American public was led to perceive a direct oonnoxiou between
the day-to-day movements of the exchange rates and the fluctuation!*
of commodity and stock markets. When the dollar slumped, prices
in Wall Street and the Chicago grain pit promptly moved up. When
the dollar improved, the markets reacted. However delusive these
circumstances may have been, they persuaded the public to regard
attempts at securing the stabilization of the dollar as nefarious
Euf-opean plots to hinder American recovery. On the other hand,
it became clear long before the Conference began that Franco, us the
1 See above, pp. 31-2.

